For continuous time control systems, this paper introduces invariance entropy as a measure for the amount of information necessary to achieve invariance of weakly invariant compact subsets of the state space. Upper and lower bounds are derived; in particular, finiteness is proven. For linear control systems with compact control range, the invariance entropy is given by the sum of the real parts of the unstable eigenvalues of the uncontrolled system. A characterization via covers and corresponding feedbacks is provided.
FRITZ COLONIUS AND CHRISTOPH KAWAN range let Q be a compact subset of the state space. Then, for T > 0, we let r inv (T ; Q) be the minimal number of controls u ∈ U such that for every initial value x ∈ Q there is u with corresponding trajectory ϕ(t, x, u) ∈ Q for all [0, T ]. Then we consider the exponential growth rate of these numbers as T tends to infinity,
A characteristic feature of this information measure is that no information on the present state of the system is involved. Our main results provide upper and lower bounds for the invariance entropy; in particular, it is shown that the invariance entropy is finite. For linear control systems (with compact control range) the invariance entropy is given by the sum of the real parts of the unstable eigenvalues. We remark that Nair et al. [11] also have a similar result for feedback entropy of linear control systems; however, they show this only for vanishing control range, not for arbitrary compact control range. Finally, we can also give a characterization of invariance entropy in terms of covers and a feedback construction akin to the contribution in [11] . The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 recalls some basic properties of control systems (mainly for notational purposes) and also recalls Bowen's definition of topological entropy. Section 3 introduces several variants of invariance entropy and their properties. Section 4 provides lower and upper bounds for the invariance entropy which can be computed directly from the right-hand side of the system. In particular, it is shown that the invariance entropy is finite. One of these bounds, together with a classical result by Bowen on entropy of linear maps, is used in section 5 to compute the invariance entropy of linear control systems. Finally, section 6 gives a characterization in terms of feedbacks defined on covers.
Notation. We write cl(Y ) for the closure of a subset Y of a topological space X and int(Y ) for the interior. The spectrum of a matrix A ∈ R d×d is denoted by σ(A). #S denotes the cardinality of a set S.
Preliminaries.
In this preliminary section we recall some basic facts on nonlinear control systems, mainly to introduce some notation, and we also recall some properties of topological entropy for dynamical systems. The family (2.1)ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t)), u ∈ U, of ordinary differential equations is called a control system. For given initial value x ∈ M and control function u ∈ U the solution of the initial value problem x(0) = x will be denoted by ϕ (t, x, u) . Note that ϕ(·, x, u) is only a solution in the Carathéodory sense. That is, ϕ(·, x, u) is an absolutely continuous curve which satisfies the corresponding integral equation. Throughout we assume that solutions are defined globally. This assumption is justified by the fact that we consider only trajectories which do not leave a compact subset of the state space M (cf. Sontag [14, Prop. C.3.6] ). Thus we obtain a cocycle ϕ : R × M × U → M , i.e., (2.2) ϕ(t + s, x, u) = ϕ(s, ϕ (t, x, u) , Θ t u) for all t, s ∈ R, x ∈ M, u ∈ U.
The positive and negative orbits from x ∈ M at time t ≥ 0 are
For T > 0 we denote
Topological entropy.
We recall the definition of topological entropy for a uniformly continuous map f : X → X on a metric space (X, d): For all n ∈ N a metric on X is given by
For a compact set K ⊂ X let r(n, ε, K, f ) be the minimal cardinality of a set F which (n, ε)-spans K, and let s(n, ε, K, f ) be the maximal cardinality of an (n, ε)separated set E ⊂ K. Define With these definitions the following statements hold true. (For a proof, see, for instance, Bowen [3, Lem. 1, p. 402].)
Hence the following definitions make sense:
h top (f ) is called the topological entropy of f . In general h top (f ) depends on the given metric. But if X is compact, it is a topological invariant. Now consider a continuous semiflow Φ : R + 0 × X → X on the metric space (X, d). For brevity we denote the time-t-map Φ(t, ·) : X → X by Φ t . We assume that Φ is uniformly continuous in the following sense (cf. section 5 of [3] ):
We want to define the topological entropy of Φ in a way analogous to how we did for maps. To this end, we introduce for every real number T > 0 the metric
As for maps we can define (T, ε)-separated and (T, ε)-spanning sets. For instance, we
, and h top (Φ) are defined just as for maps.
The following lemma, which will be needed in section 5, relates the topological entropy of a semiflow to the topological entropy of a map.
Lemma 2.1. The topological entropy of the semiflow Φ equals the topological en-
Proof. Fix a compact set K ⊂ X and real numbers T, ε > 0. Let F ⊂ X be a set which (T, ε)-spans K with respect to the semiflow Φ and define n ∈ N to be the greatest natural number such that n − 1 ≤ T . Then for every x ∈ K there is some
Thus F (n, ε)-spans the set K with respect to the map Φ 1 , which implies that r(n, ε, K, Φ 1 ) ≤ r(T, ε, K, Φ). It follows that
Consequently, h span (Φ 1 ) ≤ h span (Φ). In order to show the converse inequality, let T, ε > 0 and choose δ = δ(ε) according to (2.3) with t 0 = 1. Let n ∈ N be the smallest natural number such that T ≤ n− 1 and let F ⊂ X be a set which (n, δ)-spans K with respect to Φ 1 . Then for every x ∈ K there is some y ∈ F such that d n,Φ1 (x, y) < δ.
For every t ∈ [0, T ] there are unique j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and s ∈ [0, 1) such that t = j + s, which implies
Consequently, F is also (T, ε)-spanning the set K with respect to the semiflow Φ. Now for given T > 0 let n = n(T ) denote the smallest integer with T ≤ n − 1. Then it follows that
Definition and elementary properties.
This section presents the definition of several versions of invariance entropy. Basic properties of these notions are derived.
Consider the control system (2.1). Let K, Q ⊂ M be nonvoid compact sets with K ⊂ Q and Q weakly invariant. For given T, ε > 0 we call S ⊂ U a (T, ε)-spanning set for (K, Q) if for every x ∈ K there exists u ∈ S with
here d denotes the Euclidean distance (note that this notion is different from the one used for topological entropy). By r inv (T, ε, K, Q) we denote the minimal cardinality of a (T, ε)-spanning set. A set S * ⊂ U is called T -spanning for (K, Q) if for every
The minimal cardinality of a T -spanning set is denoted by r * inv (T, K, Q). If there is no finite T -spanning set, we define r * inv (T, K, Q) := ∞. Let 0 < T 1 < T 2 . Since every (T 2 , ε)-spanning (T 2 -spanning) set is obviously also (T 1 , ε)-spanning (T 1 -spanning), it follows that
Since every (T, ε 1 )-spanning set is also (T, ε 2 )-spanning if ε 1 < ε 2 , we obtain
We define the invariance entropy h inv (K, Q) and the strict invariance entropy h * inv (K, Q) by
From (3.1) it follows that the limit lim ε 0 h inv (ε, K, Q) is well defined. If K = Q, we often suppress the argument K. Thus we write, e.g., r inv (T, ε, Q) instead of r inv (T, ε, Q, Q). Remark 3.1. In general, it is not true that for the strict invariance entropy the numbers r * inv (T, K, Q) are finite. Hence we introduce the weaker version h inv (K, Q). In section 4 we will show that h inv (K, Q) as defined above is finite. Compare also Example 5.1.
The following proposition summarizes some basic properties of these quantities. Proposition 3.1. Let K, Q ⊂ M be nonvoid compact sets with K ⊂ Q and Q weakly invariant for system (2.1).
(
is open in M and solutions depend continuously on the initial value, for every
is an open cover of K. By compactness one can choose a finite subcover {W xj } j=1,...,n , x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ K. It follows that S :
The function u i0,i1,...,i k−1 may be extended arbitrarily to R\[0, kT 0 ). By this construction we obtain n k control functions. Consider the set
) and repeat this process until, after k steps, we have obtained control functions u i0 , u i1 , . . . , u i k−1 . From the cocycle property (2.2) and the definition of u i0,i1,...,i k−1 it follows that
This implies that S * k is a (kT 0 )-spanning set and thus r * inv (T, Q) ≤ r * inv (kT 0 , Q) ≤ #S * k = n k < ∞, which proves the assertion.
(iii) If r * inv (T, Q) = ∞ for all T > 0, the assertion is trivial. So by (ii) we may assume that r * inv (T, Q) < ∞ for all T > 0. With arguments similar to those in the proof of (ii) one can show that
This implies subadditivity of the monotone increasing function T → ln r * inv (T, Q), (0, ∞) → R + 0 . Hence the limit exists and equals the infimum inf T >0
for a proof of the latter).
(iv) Every T -spanning set is obviously also (T, ε)-spanning for all ε > 0, and
In order to compute upper bounds for h inv (K, Q) it will be useful to define another quantity which will be called the strong invariance entropy for (K, Q). To this end, we introduce the lift of the weakly invariant set Q, defined by
By r + inv (T, ε, K, Q) we denote the minimal cardinality of a strongly (T, ε)-spanning set. As for r inv (T, ε, K, Q) it follows by continuous dependence on initial conditions that r + inv (T, ε, K, Q) is finite. We define
Obviously, r + inv (T, ε, K, Q), considered as a function of T and ε, has the same monotonicity properties as r inv (T, ε, K, Q). Again, for K = Q we drop the corresponding argument.
. In order to prove the next proposition we need the following technical lemma. Lemma 3.3. For any functions f 1 , . . . , f N :
Proof. For brevity we write
for any function f :
Then
Obviously, there exists an
for infinitely many k ∈ N. Let (T n k ) k∈N be a corresponding subsequence. Then we obtain
The following proposition summarizes some more properties of both invariance entropy and strict invariance entropy.
Proposition 3.4. Let K, Q ⊂ M be nonvoid compact sets with K ⊂ Q and Q weakly invariant for system (2.1).
(i) If there exist finitely many controls u 1 , . . . , u n ∈ U such that for every point
In particular this holds if K is finite or if Q is strongly invariant.
(ii) For all ε > 0 and τ > 0
(iv) Consider for every s > 0 the control system
Then Q is weakly invariant for each of these systems. Let h inv,s (K, Q) denote the corresponding invariance entropy. Then it holds that
Assertions (ii), (iii), and (iv) remain valid for the strict invariance entropy. Proof.
(i) From the assumptions it immediately follows that for all T, ε > 0 one has
Obviously, the left-hand side of (3.2) is not less than the right-hand side. In order to show the reverse inequality, let (T k ) k∈N be a sequence converging to ∞. Then
This yields lim sup
This proves the claim.
On the other hand, if S i is a minimal (T, ε)-spanning set for (K i , Q), i = 1, . . . , N,
By Lemma 3.3 we obtain
which yields the result.
(iv) Let ϕ s denote the cocycle of system (3.3). Let (x, u) ∈ M × U and definẽ u(t) :≡ u(ts). Then obviouslyũ ∈ U and for all t ∈ R it holds that
This proves that ϕ s ( t s , x,ũ) = ϕ(t, x, u) for all t ∈ R. From that we can conclude that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the (T, ε)-spanning sets of system (2.1) and the ( T s , ε)-spanning sets of system (3.3), which preserves the cardinality. This implies r inv (T, ε, K, Q) = r inv,s ( T s , ε, K, Q) and thus
This proves the assertion.
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Finally, analogous arguments show that assertions (ii)-(iv) are also valid for the strict invariance entropy.
Remark 3.3. Proposition 3.4(ii) shows that for all time steps τ > 0 one obtains the same result. Hence from the invariance entropy one cannot deduce any information on maximum allowable time steps (cf. also Nesic and Teel [12] ).
The next theorem shows that the invariance entropy cannot increase under semiconjugation.
Theorem 3.5. Consider two control systemsẋ = f (x, u) andẏ = g(y, v) on M and N with corresponding solutions ϕ(t, x, u) and ψ(t, y, v) and control spaces U and V corresponding to control ranges U and V . Let π : M → N be a continuous map and h : U → V any map with the semiconjugation property
Then 
Proof. By the assumptions it is clear that π(K) ⊂ π(Q) ⊂ N are nonvoid compact sets. Equation (3.4) implies weak invariance of π(Q) with respect to the system on N : If y ∈ π(Q), then there exists x ∈ Q with π(x) = y. Let u ∈ U be a control function with ϕ(t, x, u) ∈ Q for all t ≥ 0. It follows that ψ(t, y, h(u)) = ψ(t, π(x), h(u)) (3.4) = π(ϕ(t, x, u)) ∈ π(Q) for all t ≥ 0. Now let T, ε > 0. Since π is uniformly continuous on the compact set Q there exists δ > 0 with π(N δ (Q)) ⊂ N ε (π(Q)). Let S ⊂ U be a minimal (T, δ)-spanning set for (K, Q) and defineS := h(S). For any y ∈ π(K) there exists x ∈ K with π(x) = y. Let u ∈ S such that ϕ([0, T ], x, u) ⊂ N δ (Q). Then h(u) ∈S and ψ([0, T ], π(x), h(u)) ⊂ π(N δ (Q)) ⊂ N ε (π(Q)). This shows thatS is (T, ε)-spanning for (π(K), π(Q)). Consequently,
For ε 0 we obtain h inv (π(K), π(Q)) ≤ h inv (K, Q). It is even easier to see that the same inequality holds for the strict invariance entropy.
In order to see the second assertion, recall that the solution ϕ(·, x, u) : R → M is the unique absolutely continuous curve with ϕ(0, x, u) = x and
By the chain rule we obtain for all ϕ(t, x, u) ), H(u(t))).
It follows that π(ϕ(·, x, u)) : R → N is an absolutely continuous curve on N with π(ϕ(0, x, u)) = π(x) which satisfies the differential equationẏ = g(y, H(u)) almost everywhere. Let h : U → V be defined by h(u)(t) := H(u(t)) for all u ∈ U and t ∈ R.
Since H is a continuous map from U to V , t → H(u(t)) is measurable for every u ∈ U and H(u(t)) ∈ V for almost all t ∈ R, which shows that h is well defined. By uniqueness of solutions it follows that π(ϕ(t, x, u)) = ψ(t, π(x), h(u)).
General bounds.
For simplicity we assume throughout this section that M = R d . We will provide rough bounds for h inv (K, Q)-one lower and one upper bound-which can be computed directly from the right-hand side of the system. Since the upper bound is always finite, finiteness of h inv (K, Q) also follows.
In the following proof we denote by div x f (x, u) the divergence of the function f with respect to the first variable, i.e., 
Proof. For arbitrary T, ε > 0 let S = {u 1 , . . . , u n } be a minimal (T, ε)-spanning set for (K, Q). Define the following sets:
By openness of N ε (Q) and continuous dependence on initial conditions, K j is open in K and hence a Borel set. Since ϕ(t, K j , u j ) ⊂ N ε (Q) for all t ∈ [0, T ] and j = 1, . . . , n we obtain in particular λ d (ϕ(T, K j , u j )) ≤ λ d (N ε (Q)) for j = 1, . . . , n.
Moreover, by the transformation theorem and Liouville's trace formula we get for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} ϕ(s, x, u) , u(s))ds .
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In the rest of this proof, inf (x,u) denotes the infimum over all (
hence the infimum is positive. We may assume that λ d (K 1 ) = max j=1,...,n λ d (K j ). This implies
Consequently, for n = r inv (T, ε, K, Q) we obtain the estimate
Taking the logarithm on both sides, dividing by T , and letting T go to infinity yields the inequality
Again using estimate (4.2) we also find lim sup
Letting ε tend to zero we obtain (4.1). The next theorem, whose proof is a modification of [8, Thm. 3.3.9, p. 124], provides an upper bound for the strong invariance entropy and hence for the invariance entropy. For the proof recall the definition of fractal dimension: Let Z ⊂ X be a totally bounded subset of a metric space (X, d) and let b(ε, Z) be the minimal cardinality of a cover of Z by ε-balls. Then the fractal dimension of Z is defined by (x, u) , the following estimate holds:
Proof. Let T, ε > 0 be given. Then one can choose a C 1 -function θ : R d → [0, 1] with compact support such that
holds (see [1, Prop. 5.5.8, p. 380] ). We definef (x, u)
Thenf is continuous and continuously differentiable with respect to the first argument. Consider the control system
The right-hand side of this system is globally bounded, and thus solutions exist globally (see, e.g., [14, Prop. C.3.7] ). We denote the cocycle associated with (4.4) by ψ. Note that
Then L ε is a global Lipschitz constant forf on R d × U with respect to the first variable, that is,
Note that Q is also weakly invariant with respect to system (4.4) and the lift Q is the same for systems (2.1) and (4.4) . Also the strongly (T, ε)-spanning sets of system (4.4) coincide with those of system (2.1). Now let S + = {(y 1 , u 1 ) , . . . , (y n , u n )} ⊂ Q be a minimal strongly (T, ε)-spanning set for (K, Q). Define the sets
It does not matter whether we consider trajectories of system (2.1) or of system (4.4), since the trajectory ϕ(t, y i , u i ) is contained in Q for t ≥ 0 and ϕ(t, x, u i ) is ε-close to it up to time T and thus contained in N ε (Q). By the definition of strongly spanning
for all t ≥ 0. By Gronwall's lemma this implies
and hence also
It follows that x ∈ N i , and thus N i contains the ball B e −LεT ε (y i ). Now assume to the contrary that there exists a cover V of K consisting of (e −LεT ε)-balls such that N := #V < #S + = n. Let these balls be centered at points x 1 , . . . , x N ∈ Q, and assign to the point
Thus, the set {(x 1 , v 1 ), . . . , (x N , v N )} is also strongly (T, ε)-spanning, which contradicts the minimality of S + . It follows that
We have ln(1/(e −LεT ε)) = ln(e LεT ε −1 ) = L ε T − ln(ε), and thus
.
The Lipschitz constant L ε was used only in (4.5) in order to obtain the estimate
Since here ψ(τ, y i , u i ) ∈ Q and, as we have seen later, ψ(τ, x, u i ) − ψ(τ, y i , u i ) < ε for all τ ∈ [0, t], the estimate we derived for h + inv (ε, K, Q) holds also with
As ε tends to zero, the so-defined L ε tends to L := max (x,u)∈Q×U ∂f ∂x (x, u) and consequently
which proves the assertion. Example 4.1. With the preceding theorems we are now able to compute the invariance entropy for one-dimensional linear control systems of the forṁ
with a ≥ 0. In general, for one-dimensional control systems Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 yield
if K has positive Lebesgue measure. Since ∂f ∂x (x, u) = a ≥ 0 for the linear control system, we obtain h inv (K, Q) = a. In the next section we will compute the invariance entropy for linear control systems in arbitrary dimensions.
Linear control systems.
In this section we compute the invariance entropy for control systems on R d of the form (5.1)ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), u ∈ U, with matrices A ∈ R d×d and B ∈ R d×m and compact control range U . The solutions of (5.1) are given by the variations of constants formula: 
Re(λ i ).
If, in addition, K has positive Lebesgue measure, we have
Proof. The proof is divided into three steps.
Step 1. We show that h + inv (K, Q) is bounded from above by the sum of the positive eigenvalue real parts of A. To this end, consider the linear semiflow Φ(t, x) = e At x,
With respect to the Euclidean norm, this semiflow is uniformly continuous in the sense of (2.3) since for all t 0 > 0, t ∈ [0, t 0 ], and x, y ∈ R d one has
Hence by Lemma 2.1 the topological entropy h top (Φ) equals the topological entropy of the time-one-map Φ 1 (x) = e A x. By [3, Thm. 15] the topological entropy of the linear map Φ 1 is given by
where μ 1 , . . . , μ d are the eigenvalues of e A . Since |μ i | = e λi = e Re(λi) we obtain
Hence, it suffices to show that h + inv (K, Q) ≤ h top (Φ). To this end, for given T, ε > 0 let E ⊂ Q be a maximal (T, ε)-separated set with respect to the semiflow Φ, say E = {y 1 , . . . , y n }. Then E is also (T, ε)-spanning the set Q which means that for all
e At x − e At y j < ε.
Since Q is weakly invariant, we can assign to each y j (j ∈ {1, . . . , n}) a control function u j ∈ U such that ϕ(R + 0 , y j , u j ) ⊂ Q. Let S + := {(y 1 , u 1 ), . . . , (y n , u n )} ⊂ Q. Since ϕ(t, x, u) − ϕ(t, y, u) = e At x − e At y for all t ≥ 0, x, y ∈ R d , and u ∈ U, we obtain that S + is strongly (T, ε)-spanning for (Q, Q) and hence also for (K, Q). This implies
Step 2. Under the assumption that λ d (K) > 0 and Re(λ i ) > 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , d} we prove that
This is a consequence of Theorem 4.1: Let f (x, u) = Ax + Bu. Then it follows that
The last equality holds since nonreal eigenvalues of a real matrix appear as pairs of complex conjugate numbers, and thus the imaginary parts in the sum cancel. By (4.1) the assertion follows.
Step 3. We prove the inequality h inv (K, Q) ≥ i: Re(λi)>0 Re(λ i ) under the assumption λ d (K) > 0 for arbitrary matrices A.
If all eigenvalue real parts of A are nonpositive, the assertion is true, since h inv (K, Q) ≥ 0 holds anyway. Hence we may assume that there exists at least one eigenvalue with positive real part. We write E s , E u , and E c for the corresponding stable, unstable, and center subspaces with respect to the flow (t, x) → e At x. This furnishes the decomposition
The map π is obviously C 1 and we can project our control system to E u : Let f (x, u) = Ax + Bu and g(y, u) 
and thus we can apply Theorem 3.5, which yields
Since the projected system on E u again is a linear control system and all eigenvalue real parts of A | E u : E u → E u are positive, we obtain by Step 2 that
if πK ⊂ E u has positive Lebesgue measure. In order to show the latter, let s = dim E u and let λ s denote the s-dimensional Lebesgue measure on E u . Assume to the contrary that λ s (πK) = 0, and consider the linear transformation
On im(π) ⊕ ker(π) let ·, · e be the inner product given by
where ·, · denotes the standard inner product of R d . The inner product ·, · e induces a norm · e and a Lebesgue measure λ d e on im(π) ⊕ ker(π). Using the transformation theorem and the theorem of Fubini we obtain
Since α(π −1 πK) = πK × ker(π) we obtain the contradiction
This finishes the proof.
Remarks 5.1.
(i) In the case when λ d (K) = 0 we cannot make a general statement about the exact value of h inv (K, Q). If, e.g., K is finite, then h inv (K, Q) = 0. But if the projection of K to E u (A) has positive Lebesgue measure in E u (A), then h inv (K, Q) = i: Re(λi)>0 Re(λ i ) anyway.
(ii) The existence of a nonvoid compact weakly invariant subset for the linear control system (5.1) can be guaranteed if the pair (A, B) is controllable, the matrix A is hyperbolic, and the control range U is compact and convex with nonvoid interior. Then there exists a unique control set D and its closure Q = cl(D) is compact (see Colonius and Spadini [5, Thm. 4.1] ). It is easily seen to be weakly invariant. Moreover, it has nonvoid interior and hence positive Lebesgue measure.
At the end of this section we want to show by an example that h * inv (Q) = ∞ is possible even if h inv (Q) = 0.
Example 5.1. Consider the linear control systemẋ = −x + u(t) on R with control range U = [−1, 1] (d = m = 1). Let Q ⊂ [−1, 1] be an infinite compact set which is totally disconnected (e.g., a Cantor set or the closure of an infinite, countable, discrete, and bounded set). Then for every x ∈ Q there exists a unique constant control function u x ∈ U with ϕ(t, x, u x ) = x for all t ≥ 0, namely u x (t) ≡ x. Thus, Q is weakly invariant. Since Q is totally disconnected, each point x ∈ Q can be kept in Q for some positive time T > 0 only by making it a stationary point, i.e., by using the constant control function u x . Consequently, since Q is infinite, one needs infinitely many control functions to obtain a T -spanning set for Q. By Theorem 5.1 one has h inv (Q) = 0 in this case.
Remark 5.1. In view of this example, it is tempting to conjecture that if h * inv (K, Q) happens to be finite, then it coincides with h inv (K, Q). However, we cannot prove this conjecture.
Characterization via finite covers and relation to feedback entropy.
In this last section we will give an alternative definition for the strict invariance entropy h * inv (Q) via finite covers of the set Q. Again, for simplicity we assume that M = R d . This definition will reveal a connection to the topological feedback entropy defined in [11] and will also provide a clearer view on what is measured by the quantity h * inv (Q). Again consider the general control system (2.1).
For a finite cover A of Q let c(A|Q) denote the minimal cardinality of a subcover. We say that a triple (A, v, τ) is invariantly covering Q if τ is a positive real number, A is a finite cover of Q, and v : A → U is a map assigning a control function v A ∈ U to each A ∈ A with
If Q is invariantly covered by a triple (A, v, τ) , where A = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A q } is ordered, then we set v a := v Aa for a = 1, . . . , q. For every N ∈ N and every N -tuple (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a N −1 ) ∈ {1, . . . , q} N we define the control function v a0,a1,...,aN−1 (t) := v aj (t − jτ) for all t ∈ [jτ, (j + 1)τ ), j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, and the set (6.1) Q a0,a1,...,aN−1 := x ∈ Q | ϕ(jτ, x, v a0,a1,...,aN−1 ) ∈ A aj , j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 .
For every a ∈ {1, . . . , q} we define the diffeomorphism
This yields
for all j = 1, . . . , N − 1 by the cocycle property (2.2). Let A N be the family of all the sets Q a0,a1,...,aN−1 :
A N := Q a0,a1,...,aN−1 | (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a N −1 ) ∈ {1, . . . , q} N .
Then A N is also a finite cover of Q (moreover, it is an open cover if A is an open cover, since in this case openness follows immediately from (6.2)): For every x ∈ Q we find at least one N -tuple (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a N −1 ) (which may be not unique) with ϕ(jτ, x, v a0,a1,...,aN−1 ) ∈ A aj for j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, which follows by the invariant covering property of (A, v, τ). Now we define
It can be easily shown that h * inv (A, v, τ) does not depend on the ordering of the set A. The existence of the limit above follows from a subadditivity argument: Let N, M ∈ N and letÃ N andÃ M be minimal subcovers of A N and A M , respectively. If Q 1 = Q a0,a1,...,aN−1 ∈Ã N and Q 2 = Q b0,b1,...,bM−1 ∈Ã M , then a0,a1,...,aN−1,b0,b1,. ..,bM−1 .
Consequently, we can define a map α :Ã N ×Ã M → A M+N which maps the pair (Q a0,a1,...,aN−1 , Q b0,b1 This proves subadditivity of the sequence (ln c(A N |Q)) N ∈N . Theorem 6.1. For the control system (2.1) the strict invariance entropy and the entropy (6.3) defined via covers satisfy
where the infimum is taken over all triples which are invariantly covering Q. If there exists no such triple, then the infimum is defined as ∞.
Proof. If h * inv (Q) = ∞, then by Proposition 3.1(iii) r * inv (T, Q) = ∞ for all T > 0, which implies that there exists no invariantly covering triple (A, v, τ). Hence, in this case the assertion holds. Now assume that h * inv (Q) < ∞. Let (A, v, τ), A = {A 1 , . . . , A q }, be a triple which is invariantly covering Q. We will show that The latter equality follows from Proposition 3.4(ii), which also holds for the strict invariance entropy. In order to show (6.5) letÃ N be a minimal subcover of A N and define S N := v a0,a1,...,aN−1 | Q a0,a1,...,aN−1 ∈Ã N .
SinceÃ N is covering Q, for every x ∈ Q there is (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a N −1 ) with x ∈ Q a0,a1,...,aN−1 ∈Ã N . By (6.1) this implies, in particular, ϕ([0, Nτ], x, v a0,a1,...,aN−1 ) ⊂ Q, which shows that S N is (N τ)-spanning and thus (6.5) holds. It remains to show that there exists a sequence (A k , v k , τ k ) of triples which are invariantly covering Q with h * inv (A k , v k , τ k ) → h * inv (Q) for k → ∞. To this end, let τ k := k and let S k := {v k 1 , . . . , v k n k } ⊂ U be a minimal k-spanning set for Q. Define (6.6) A j := x ∈ Q | ϕ([0, k], x, v k j ) ⊂ Q , j = 1, . . . , n k .
Then A k := {A 1 , . . . , A n k } is a cover of Q. Let v k be defined by v k (A j ) := v k j for j = 1, . . . , n k . Then it immediately follows that (A k , v k , τ k ) is invariantly covering Q. We obtain
Since 1 k ln r * inv (k, Q) converges to h * inv (Q) for k → ∞ we find for every ε > 0 some k 0 ∈ N such that 1 k ln r * inv (k, Q) − h * inv (Q) ≤ ε for all k ≥ k 0 . This implies
which proves the claim. Remark 6.1. The characterization of strict invariance entropy, given in the preceding theorem, is very similar to the definition of strong topological feedback entropy introduced in Nair et al. [11] . The differences are, first, that we consider continuous time systems, while topological feedback entropy is defined for time-discrete control systems of the form
where the state space X is a topological space and the controls u k are taken from an arbitrary set U . Furthermore, here a compact set Q ⊂ X with nonvoid interior is considered such that there is another compact set Q ⊂ int(Q) with the following property: For every x 0 ∈ Q there is a control u 0 ∈ U with x 1 = F (x 0 , u 0 ) ∈ int(Q ). This invariance condition-called strong invariance in [11] -differs from the weak invariance that we impose on the set Q. For example, if Q is the closure of a variant control set with nonvoid interior, then there are always points on the boundary of Q which cannot be steered to the interior. The strong invariance condition in [11] , which is tailored for stabilization problems, also makes it possible to consider only open covers of Q.
